1. Introduction. This note is devoted to proof and application of estimates of the form (For all other notations we refer to Hörmander [4] .) From the estimate (1.1) with Z2 = 0we obtain theorems on uniqueness for the Cauchy problem for the operator P(x, D) by means of a classical method of Carleman [2] . These extend the results of Calderón [l] . Using the estimate (1. 
The geometric significance of the positivity of the right-hand side of (2.4) is that the restriction of <j> to any real bicharacteristic curve has a positive second derivative where the first derivative vanishes.
The conditions (2.2) and (2.4) are nearly sufficient for the validity of (1.1). For simplicity in statements we limit ourselves here to the case when P m has real coefficients ; if P m does not have real coefficients and is not elliptic, we need the same additional hypothesis as in Theorem 4.3 of Hörmander [3] . THEOREM It is sufficient to prove these theorems locally assuming that <j> is a linear function, (f>(x) = (x, N) with a constant JV. We then start with the trivial estimate, where
In the right-hand side it is possible to make an integration by parts so that only derivatives of v of order gra -1 occur afterwards. The error committed in fixing the argument in the coefficients of this form can then be estimated by means of derivatives of v of order gw-1 and the estimate (1.1) can thus be obtained by means of Fourier transforms in a way similar to the standard estimates for elliptic operators.
3. Uniqueness of the Cauchy problem. From Theorem 2.3 and the usual argument of Carleman [2 ] we obtain THEOREM Note that the left hand side of (3.1) is a polynomial in £ and r since the coefficients of P m are real. Hence it makes sense also if r = 0.
Let P(x, D) be a differential operator of order m with bounded measurable coefficients in some open neighbourhood S2 of a point x°y and assume that the coefficients of P
The hypothesis of Calderón [l] is that (3.2) has no solution f ?*0. Counterexamples due to P. Cohen show that the convexity assumption (3.1) is vital at least as far as real solutions f of (3.2) are concerned. The methods of §6 in Hörmander [3] can be used to show that it is possible to pass from the L 2 norms in (1.1) to H( 8 ) norms for an arbitary real s. (The possibility to choose the parameter r large is very important here.) We thus obtain the following theorem where the existence statement follows by duality. Thus we have a local existence theorem for every P satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 for some <£. In view of the methods of Malgrange [7] , Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 together give global existence theorems for the differential equation 'P(x, D)u-f if ƒ is an arbitrary distribution of finite order and the boundary of 0 satisfies the condition in Theorem 3.1.
5. Unique continuation of singularities. From the estimate (1.1) we can also obtain the following result. 
it then follows that uÇzC^iiï') in a neighbourhood Q' of x°.
If P has constant coefficients and <f> is strictly convex, this result is due to Malgrange [8] and John [6] , but for other functions <j> the result is new even for the wave equation. That the convexity of </> along bicharacteristics which is assumed in Theorem 5.1 is essential follows from an example of Zerner [9] (which can also easily be extended).
The fairly technical proof of Theorem 5.1 proceeds as follows. We may assume that 4>(x) ~x n . Using the methods of § §5-6 in Hormander [3] we can then replace the where a and b are constants and ||w(ff»)||( t ) is the norm (4.1) of the function u of when x n is fixed. If we apply these estimates to the function u in Theorem 5.1, after multiplication by a function in C"(ft), the desired result follows.
